PLASMA CUTTER

Sloanebuilt customers benefit with our new plasma cutter with quicker
build times and lower costs thanks to the quicker cut times, more precise
workmanship, and near-perfect micro-burr free cutting results. Our Plasma
cutter helps our customer get their products at a quicker rate, for a lower
cost and a more refined finish to outlast competitors.

CONTACT US TODAY WITH YOUR PLASMA CUTTING REQUIREMENTS
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Our goal when opening the new state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities for Sloanebuilt was to
ensure our customers were receiving better than best service and products and that our staff could
deliver this with better than best machinery and equipment. Our onsite Plasma cutter does just this.
Our customers benefit from quicker build times and lower costs thanks to the quicker cut times, more
precise workmanship, and near-perfect micro-burr free cutting results. Our Plasma cutter helps our
customer get their products at a quicker rate, for a lower cost and a more refined finish to outlast
competitors.
Our first class specialist tradesmen also benefit working with the most advanced machinery to get
precise cuts on mild steel, stainless steel, and aluminium up to a whopping 10,000mm long, 2,500mm
wide and 50mm thick meaning they can get more work done in a shorter space of time often by
cutting multiple items in one run. Our Plasma cutter is one of the most diverse pieces of equipment
under the big roof, allowing us to produce parts for our custom trailers but also allows us to create
post-cutting processes, including bending, drilling, wash grinding, stress relieving, and bevelling.
The software used by this cutter also permits our customers and our speciality tradesmen to view
the finished product prior to cuts commencing and make any changes if necessary, by our onsite
skilled engineering team.
Our Plasma cutter, skilled trades and software are all onsite providing reliable and consistent
accuracy, which further reduces lead times for our customers to receive their finished Australian
Made quality product.

The plasma cutter allows us to service other industries as well
including mining, agriculture, and aerospace businesses with
custom cuts for items such as industry specific machinery,
equipment, and vehicles.
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